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TOPIC OF THE MONTH
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PRE-Pranayama Breathing Exercises 

THE FOUR PURIFICATIONS
These breathing exercises I learned from Nancy Gilgoff, she learned them from Baba Hari 
Dass.  They are in the book “Ashtanga Yoga Primer” by Baba Hari Dass.  They are known as 
“The Four Purifications” and help to prepare one for pranayama; they are generally safe for 
everyone but best when accompanied by a consistent yoga practice, and best done after 
your asana practice.  They are 2 breathing exercises and 2 bandha exercises.

Nadi Shodhana
Alternate nostril breathing (without khumbaka). To alternate the nostrils you use a special 
mudra -- a mudra is a position that elicits energy movement in your body.  The mudra for 
Nadi Shodhana breathing exercises is called Vishnu Mudra -- it makes the closing an 

opening of nostrils smooth and efficient. 

Vishnu Mudra (hand gesture of Lord Vishnu) This is one of the hand 
gestures used to alternate the breath through the nostrils during Nadi 
Shodana.  In this mudra the right hand is used as it is associated with 
giving while the left is associated with receiving. However if for 
whatever reason you need to use your left hand during practice that is 
fine. The thumb and fingers rest lightly so very little movement is 
needed to close each side during practice.

Vishnu is the Hindu God who preserves the universe.  He does this 
through an interplay of opposites; creation and destruction, male and 

female, dark and light.  Uniting these qualities through yogic practices helps us keep a 
balance in our lives and live with more understanding of others and how we relate to them.

Alternate nostril breathing is about bringing balance in our body and mind -- balance in 
being extroverted and introverted, balance between our feminine and masculine sides.  The 
mudra used for this is appropriately named after the god responsible for helping us with 
this balance.

Nadi Shodhana in the four purifications - you place your right hand in Vishnu Mudra 
position on either side of your nostrils, your breath should be deep and slow; Inhale Left 
(closing the right nostril with your thumb), exhale Right (closing the the left nostril with 
your ring finger), Inhale Right, Exhale Left = L R R L. This is one round.  Start by performing 
10 rounds and gradually increase to as many as 40 rounds.
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You can use your left hand for counting, at the start of each round use a finger to keep 
track of how many you have done.

Kapalabhati
Means Skull Shining.  it is a breath that is similar to Bhastrika but a bit easier.  You pump 
your lungs on the exhale and relax on the inhale (in bhastrika you pump both on the inhale 
and exhale).  Do 30 blasts, then take a few recovery breaths and repeat for a total of three 
rounds.  You can gradually increase to 60 blasts for 10 rounds.

Kapalabhati helps to clear your mind and calm your thoughts, reducing stress.

Working with the bandhas in the last 2 purifications
This first exercise should not be done during menstruation, if you think you are pregnant or 
if you are trying to become pregnant.

Agnisara Dhauti (Agni = Fire, Sara = Cascade, Dhauti = Purification)

Take a deep inhale, then exhale all air out and hold.  If this is new to you, do this a couple 
times to get used to holding your breath out.  Once you are comfortable holding your 
breath out, exhale hold -- lean forward place your hands on your knees -- lift and drop 
your abdomen as many times as you can while comfortably holding your breath out.  Work 
up to 30 pulls for three rounds.  Over time you can increase it to 60 pulls.

Agnisara Dhauti strengthens your uddiyana bandha, purifies your 3rd chakra, stimulates our 
digestive fire, and eliminates constipation.

Ashvini Mudra 
Ashvini means horse, the posture is named after a horse since the horse does this gesture 
after going to the bathroom.

Inhale completely and hold your breath in, contract and release the anal sphincter rapidly 
and repeatedly, only as long as you can comfortably hold your breath.  Work up 30 pulls for 
3 rounds, increase gradually to 60 pulls when 30 is easy.

Ashvini mudra strengthens the pelvic floor, improves mula bandha and pushes prana 
upward slowing down the aging process.  This mudra can also be used to heal problems 
such as hemorrhoids and constipation.

Putting them all together:
After practicing all 4 purifications for 3-6 months you can put them together and practice 
them in a way that there are no “rest breaths” in between. For example:

Do 10 rounds Nadi Shodhana, after last exhale out Left nostril
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Inhale partially through both nostrils and begin kapalabhati.  After 1 series inhale 
completely, exhale fully and HOLD your breath out
do Agnisara Dhauti for 30 - 60 pulls, inhale completely and HOLD your breath in
do Ashvini Mudra for 30-60 pulls.  Exhale completely and begin again with Nadi 
Shodhana.      

Do a total of 5 rounds in this way.

I performed these four purifications as part of my meditation practice for years before I 
learned the Pranayamas from Nancy.  I enjoyed doing them and miss them now that I do 
pranayama instead.  It was fun to do them again this month.

The four purifications practice prepares you well for pranayama, improves your connection 
to your bandhas, and improves your breathing.

ONE MINUTE MEDITATION
Lastly I want to share with you a ONE MINUTE BREATHING/MEDITATION that I learned from a 
Western Ayurvedic Dr. name John Douillard who is in CO.  He recommends this meditation: 
“It pumps oxygen into your brain so your brain begins to feel from the heart rather than 
think from the mind.  Let your heart be in the driver’s seat for a minute versus the 
controlling interests and needs of your mind.  Often times this pumps enough energy into 
your nervous system to give you the ability to be calmer and settle your mind.”
http://lifespa.com/2009/08/one-minute-meditation/

It is a simple breathing exercise that can be done anywhere, anytime.  It is especially good 
to use if you are getting ready to face a stressful situation or need to clear your mind or 
calm your nervous system.

Begin with Bhastrika (bellows breath): Breathe deep through your nose, in and out, 
using all five lobes of your lungs like a big bellows. Use your lungs in and out as 
much as you can -- in and out only through your nose. Do that for 30 blasts.  
Then do our normal yogic loud breathing (some call it Ujjayi) slowly (about a 5 second 
inhale and a 5 second exhale) for 5-10 breaths.  Repeat if you have time (you can 
lengthen the time of ujjayi breathing if you have more time or if you plan to do 
several rounds of this).  

When we use all of our lungs, especially our lower lungs, like in bhastrika, we activate calm 
receptors that soothe our nervous system.
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